FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Delta Vacations raising the stakes on Las Vegas for travel agents
Incentive offers bonus personal travel points for bookings by Nov. 30
ATLANTA (November 10, 2014) – Delta Vacations, the official vacations provider for Delta Air Lines, is
raising the stakes on its Rewards to Go incentive program for travel agents booking vacations in Las
Vegas.
Travel agents participating in Delta Vacations’ Rewards to Go program can earn double incentive points
redeemable for personal travel when they book Delta Air Lines flights and Las Vegas hotel stays of
three nights or longer for their clients. The booking window is now through Nov. 30 for travel anytime.
In addition, travel agents can earn even more personal travel points when they book their clients at
one of 30 Delta Vacations’ Preferred Pick partner hotels in Las Vegas. These include the Bellagio,
Caesars Palace Las Vegas, The Venetian Las Vegas, Wynn Las Vegas and many other world-class
properties. In total, Delta Vacations currently offers 45 hotels and resorts in Las Vegas.
Along with an wide variety of accommodation choices in Las Vegas, Delta Vacations also offers travel
agents several commissionable tours and activities for their clients to choose from. Popular excursions
include evening tours of the strip, helicopter sightseeing flights over the Hoover Dam and Grand
Canyon and canyon river rafting.
Participating travel agents can track their rewards progress with reports updated weekly on
WorldAgent Direct, Delta Vacations’ exclusive travel agent booking portal. To enroll in the Rewards to
Go program, travel agents must visit WorldAgent Direct and create a new user profile or update an
existing profile. Travel agents should check ‘yes’ to participate in Rewards to Go.
Accrued Rewards to Go points can be used toward personal travel through Delta Vacations, in
partnership with Air France Holidays and Alitalia Vacations, and Aeromexico Vacations.
In partnership with Delta Air Lines, Delta Vacations brings its travel agency partners and their clients
superior levels of service, the best fare guaranteed on Delta, more ways to earn bonus miles and
redeemable miles for award travel, and a best price guarantee for their vacation packages.
For more information, travel agents can call 1-800-727-1111 or visit worldagentdirect.com.
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